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Beauty Services in Melbourne, VIC At MISS FOX, we believe beautiful is about more

than how something looks — it’s about how something feels. Beauty is not

superficial; it reflects how you treat yourself and the world around you. That’s why

we offer exceptional treatments to enhance appearance and wellbeing, in the most

magical setting — all with a view to positively impacting people and planet.We

believe self-care is a beautiful thing, and our mission is to make it a luxurious and

loving act that respects who you are as well as the environment; from the products

we choose, to the way we deliver every treatment, and through embedding giving

into everything we do. Don’t be distracted by our stunning good looks… MISS FOX is

designed to transcend traditional notions of beautiful and go beyond the surface —

meaningful service that impacts deeply, and makes the world more beautiful.It is

only natural that MISS FOX would evolve since it first opened its doors in early 2010.

Creatively and consciously, we continue to grow and expand our way of thinking

and being, taking steps towards being the best we can be, as a brand, business,

team and community. What started as luxe wonderland of spectacular beauty and

grooming services has matured into a cool, caring and conscious collective with a

desire to cultivate inner beauty and self love, as well as creating big change within

the beauty industry and for the planet.By connecting with the heart of who we are,

we've slowly made changes to offer you more planet-friendly, more body-positive,

more socially-conscious and more inspiring services and stories, whilst still

maintaining our luxury feel and exceptional standards. From the suppliers and

brands we've chosen work with, to the team that serves you, and through

embedding giving into everything we do, we're excited to have you on this journey

to a brand new us, and a brand new you. Looking good never felt so good!
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